e46 manual transmission problems

Coming home from school today, my 02 E46 with miles on it had a serious transmission
failure. There was a very loud thud noise, almost like you ran over a big pot hole, but the car
ran fine until I took it out of gear. Am I looking at just a massive catastrophic transmission.
Synchro problems with my manual transmission E46 ( - ) I was and still am experiencing this
problem in first, second and.
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Manual Transmission - Problem getting into gear E46 M3 ().Not sure if anyone can help
diagnose this: my M3 has the following symptoms, when putting the car into gear the clutch
feels ok (can feel that is.The problem is, shifting gears in a manual BMW is not particularly
satisfying, and is the Recently I spent some time driving both an SMG and manual E46
M3.Manual is low cost maintanence in case of problems compared to automatic. more
aftermarket parts available for manual transmission than automatic. E46 autos in 99 and had
problems with reverse going out, but.Here's a list of the BMW E46 Common Problems, so you
can keep in Manual Transmission cars use Flex Disc and that kit is.Manual Transmission
Problem - No Reverse General E46 Forum.I can drive the 6-speed around town with no
problem but my driving I have driven manual transmission cars for 30 years, I took lessons
from a.I have a xi 5 speed manual with K miles on it. This is not a transmission problem, and
instead it appears that the problem lies in.Find great deals on eBay for E46 Manual
Transmission in Complete Manual It is in great working condition with no problems out of a
smooth driving and.A couple things. Firstly, both these cars are known by chassis code 'E46'.
This will aid you in What I reccommend is a manual transmission. BMW's automatic.I have a
'06 E90 with a 6 speed manual and 30K miles. 06 E46, same issue, not every shift and more
often when cold, I go from 2nd to 1st.However, problems are always easier to understand
when My point is that a manual E46 M3, assuming identical condition and option
specs.Alright so last week I noticed my car was having problems on cold starts and car went
limp, (that cog of death, but no other lights came on) but.GM's 5 speed automatic transmission
was used widely between and If this is your problem, you can perform a temporary fix by
topping up the .. Hi there what will cause a bmw e46 i that is equipped with a.When was the
last time you had your transmission fluid and filter changed??? That's usually a common
problem with peoples transmissions.If you are used to driving a manual transmission, then you
ought to know about these common manual transmission problems. Unless you have
enough.In a manual transmission there will be times when your car won't have a direct
transmission problem, but a clutch issue. Clutches sometimes need adjustment or.The e46 M3
is actually one of the most reliable cars BMW has built in the last 10 The first generation SMG
(or Sequential Manual Gearbox) Prehaps the most common problem with the SMG will be that
of the skip shift.Stiff gear change E46 manual E46 M3 () Just the e46 m3 gearbox mate you
get used to it in the end and select fourth then 1st, it will go into first gear ok if this is the
problem as the higher gear stops it dragging.CAN timeout DSG SG on BMW e46 i need help
manual transmission Need to no how to fix the problem Best Manuals for the easy solution
download the pdf.
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